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TTie '97 Part-Time Job Expo
offered students valuable
opportunities. See story,
page 4
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Annual AS! Audit Shows
Savings for Scholarships
By Katherine Garcia
and Christina OIney
Chronicle Staff Writers

As a result of Associated Stu
dents Incorporated's annual audit
for the '95-'96 school year, it was
found that AST has been spending
itsmoiey fairly andlegally. These
audit results are currently avail
able in the reference section of the
Pfau library.
Entire expenditures for 1995
came to $485,467 while the total
revenue came to $543,895. In 1996
(until June 30), expenditures came
to $518,146. The entire revenue
for 1996 was $582,195.
ASI is a non-profit, auxiliary
aganizationofCSUSB. Itwasset
up to provide students with pro
grams that the university can't, for
economic and legal reasois, pro
vide for its students to improve
student life.
"ASI is run like a business, not
student government," said Patrick
Arefi, ASIBusinessManager. "We
find that if students think that they
have some political power over
others they get powa hungry."

ASI provides funds for clubs,
runs the Cultural Planning Com
mittee, Environment Committee,
aGrants and Services Program that
provides undergraduate and gradu
ate students money to travel to
symposiums and present research
as well as several other programs.
Revenue comes from the annual
$36 each we each pay in student
fees, student activities, ASI Box
Office profits and the interest from
some money that ASI is saving in
various CDs. The revenues flrom
each school are recycled into the
budget for the next year.
Some of the money that been
saved and rolled over since the
1994-1995 school year will be go
ing towards a scholarship endow
ment for a few scholarships, once
there is enough money in the en
dowment. To be eligible for the
scholarships you'll need to earn a
2.0 GPA and attend CSUSB forat
least one quarter.
ASI and the Office of Admis
sions estimate that $475,100 will
come in from student fees in the
1997-1998 school year.
In the audit the expense catego

ries listed as payroll and operating
are very unclear. The payroll ex
penditure is listed at $111,522 for
1996. It includes the stipends for
the ASI officers, the salaries of the
business manager and secretary,
money paid into social security,
medicare and unemployment in
surance.
The operating expenditure is
Usted $92,225 for 1996. Some of
the operating expenses include
money for photocopies, intercampus andoutside mailing expenses
and telephone costs.
Other expenses include the club
allocation budget, which was
$16,816 for the 95-96 school year;
funding for the children's center;
funding of emergency student
loans; the book co-op and funding
the campus escort service.
Each year the elected ASI offi
cials execute abudget proposed by
the officials from the preceding
year. The 1996-1997 officials are
executing a budget proposed by
the 1995-1996ofricials. The19961997 officials will soon have to
Please see Audit,..^, 4

Fact or Fiction ?
By Kristen DeCicco
Chronicle Staff Writer

Does the CSUSB Spring *96*97 Class Schedule seem shorterto
you? Many concerned students
have voiced their opinions about
the quantity of classes offered in
the Spring catalog.

Ruma has it that classes have
been cut back and canceled as a
result of the estimated $3.2i5 millioi budget deficit for fiscal year
*97-'98. The suppositioi is that
departments have eliminated part
time positions and decreased the
availability of classes offered not
only in Spaing, but in Fall as well.

The fact is, conpared to the pre
vious Spring quarters, there is ac
tually no decrease in the number of
SjHing courses offered. Spring's
eight percent drop in enrollment is
responsible for the deluded feeling
that there are less (x>urses than
usual. It is enrollment thatdetermiited the Spring schedule.

Photo by Frances Williams

Rosa Martha Zarate Macias, (above) was one Native American
activist present at the "Celebrating Native American Women" event.

Native American Women
Discuss Triumphs, Fears
By Jason Armstrong

issues affecting their people. Bertha Eastman, a 91-year-old activ
ist, has fought for the welfare of
Improving moale, teaching chil Native Americans since 1936.
dren traditions, and fighdng racial
"I have always tried to help send
prejudice were issues Native children to college, said Eastman.
Amoican women vowed to foster "I want to help children to ad^t to
at a meeting titled '*Celebrating the outside world once they leave
Native American Women," held the reservation."
March 4 in the Events Center.
Eastman wants to teach children
Many Native American women
in attendance voiced opinions on Please see Native»^pg. 5
Executive Editor
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Is Parking Services
Getting a Bad Rap?

A Greek Oratory
By Cheri Dixon

of William and Mary in
Williamsburg, Virginia and was
composed of both men and women.
Alpha, Beta, Delta, Camma, In 1831 the Harvard Chapter dis
K^pa, Omega, Phi, Pi, Sigma, closed their ritual due to pressure
Tau, and Zeta are more than just from an antirsecret society move
Greek letters. They are the begin ment of the time. Their orientation
ning names of some of the (jreek also changed and they became a
IMestigious honor society.
organizations at CSUSB.
Sigma Chi is the oldest of the
Fraternities and sororities have
been a thread in the collegiate fab Greek organizations present at
ric since before our great-grand- CSUSB. The original chapter was
parents wore store-bought cloth established in 1855 by seven men,
six of whom were famer mem
ing. But what started diem?
Actually, the first college soci bers of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Another CSUSB Greek organi
eties were formed in the 1700's,
when colleges and universities zation had its roots in the South. Pi
were very restrictive. The organi K^pa Alpha, established in 1868,
zations woe formed to [X'ovide an had only Southern ch^ters for the
avenue for discussion, thought, and first 42 years.
Sigma Nu was founded in 1869.
social activities.
The very first secret college so The original ch^ters of both Tau
ciety was the Flat Hal Club. Tho K^pa Epsilon and Delta Sigma
mas Jefferson was one of themem Phi were formed in 1899. Sigma
bers, and it existed from 1750- Phi Epsilon was founded in 1901
1772. The first group to use the in Richmond, Virginia.
Delta Sigma Chi is one of the
letters of their motto fcM* their name
was the P.D.A. Society. Their newest Greek organizations at
purpose was social, rather than CSUSB, fu-sl formed in 1987 at
academic, and they refused to ad CSU Long Beach. But this new
mit anyone who resembled a comer is very active. The multi
"Greek" scholar. In response, some cultural and co-educational group
offended "Hellenists" proceeded has a growing membership,, and
to organize their own secret soci has also created a site on the Inter
ety. This started the trend for net
Although some of the Greek
Greek-lettered organizations,
which werestrongly influenced by organizations may have changed
their organizational structure or
Masonic rituals and secrets.
Phi Beta Kappa was the fu-st fine-tuned their focus over the
(jreek-letteredtxganization. It was years, the Greeks are alive and
established in 1776 at the College well at CSUSB.
Chronicle Staff Writer

By Joseph Hardman

jumps. "Another thing people don't
realize is alot of our time is spent
helping people who need those ser
Do you feel like Parking Ser vices, we're not out there just
vices is out to get us? Hiding be checking for decals."
hind cars, vi/aiting to jump out and
I accompanied heron foo^atrol
give us tickets? That would de to see how cars are checked for
pend on who you ask.
decal violations. A thoroughsearch
appeared to be
In response to
given. In some
last issue's article
cases the decals
titled, "Faculty,
weren'tdisplayed,
Students Contest "Another thing people
they were thrown
U n w a r r a n t e d don't realize is alot of
our time is spent help about in the car
Tickets," Parking
ing people who need somewhere, in the
Services invited
those servicesf we're back seat (X inone
me on a ride along
not out there Just case in a pulled out
to show how they
checking for decals."
ashtray. "We try
patrol, and check
and give a thor
cars for decals. I
ough search of the
had the pleasure
of riding along with officer Patti car, because people can forget to
display their decals," saidCasillas.
Casillas.
Casillas has been working as a
The question becomes, if thor
Parking Services officer since ough searches are given, how come
November of last year. She is one cars that did have their decals dis
of three full time parking officers, played received tickets? This
one day officer and two night of would clearly be the fault of the
ficers. I mentioned that they were officer.
being considered wanna-be cops.
"We are taking into consider
In response she said, "Of course ation the things that are being said
we don't like to hear that, we are about Parking Services and we are
just trying to do our job."
trying to make changes," said
I rode with her on a Friday, Casillas. Changes like new decal
which is considered aslow day for reflectors, which are easier to see
them. "On slow days more walk at night, and better rearview mirror
ing patrols are done, because we hangers.
don't get many calls for Admits
But for now, many view Park
(keys locked in car) or battery ing Services as an enemy.
Chron'icle Staff Writer
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Peking Acrobats Amaze,
Astound Coussoulis Crowd
By Katharine Garcia
Chronicle Staff Writer

The evening of Felxuary 24ih
marked the a veryt exciting night
at CSUSB. ThePeking Acrobats
wowed the audience in the
Coussoulis Arena with an astound
ing array of feats.
Although only 12 tickets had
been sold oneweek prior to the
event, it was surprisingly well at
tended. The audience cmsisted not
only of CSUSB students and fac
ulty, but families from surround
ing ccxiununities.
The evening started with Chi
nese music filling the arena as the
audience arrived. The stage was
sparsely decorated with beautiful

Chinese lamps. The musicians
played a rousing rendition of "Oh
Susanna"just before the show be
gan which got the audience clap
ping and stomping their feet to the
music.
The performance was separated
into several acts. The first act was
ahilarious performance by two
Chinese dragons. The actors re
vealed themselves to be two chil
dren per dragon. Each act showed
amazing skill. It was obvious that
the acrobats well trained.
The various acts ranged from
contortion, to gymnastics, to bal
ancing acts, to comedy routines. It
would be impossible to describe
each one.
The most amazing thing about
the troupe was it consisted mainly

of children and young adults. The
fantastic skill demonstrated by
these youngsters is beyond belief.
After each act or skill was per
formed the audience responded
with rousing applause. A few
times the skills did not go as
planned, but the audience was sym
pathetic.
Throughout the entire evening,
people all around uttered oohsand
ahs in astonishment. 1 heard a few
people whisper, "1 can't believe
it," and, "how do they do that?"
I feel that the Peking Acrobats
were by far the best event ever
held on this campus. Not only was
it quality entertainment, but fun to
watch. Be sure to keep an eye out
for future events at the Coussoulis
Arena.

ROTO Encourages Physical
Training, Personal Growth
By Mary Ellen Abilez
Chronicle Staff Writer

PhotQ by Frances Williams

The Peking Acrobats awed audience members with their
performance which included acrobatics, contortion and comedy.
AudiL..coni. from pg.l
presoit the proposed budget fw
the 1997-1998 school year to the
board of directors.
"If you have suggesticms for
belter programs come to our meet
ing or give us a call," said Arefi.
"We're here for you." It isn't
enough for ASI tomerely fund all
of these programs. Students need
to be aware that all of these servicesexist ASIhasantmgoingad
that appears in the quarterly sched
ule, but that hasn't heea raough
publicity. ASI officers should be

highly visibte around campus and
easy to access by £q>pointment.
Students need to know how to
have a say in the way mcxiey is
allocated in the ASI budget. ASI
holds weekly Board of Directors
and budget meetings that are open
tothepublic. Weasstudentsshould
attend these meetings and make
our qjinioDS known.
ASI works to make things better
for us cn campus and we should
exercise every avenue possible to
see that we are satisfi^ with the
services available to us.

Do you know of an event on campus you would
like to see covered in die Chronicle? Is there a
breaking story you've just found out about? If so,
contact our office at 8^-5000, extension 3940, or
stop by the office in UH 37.

wcxnen. Women are not encour
aged to rappel off a building or to
target-shoot."
Mayes experienced a
phenomenol level of personal
growth simply due to the rigors of

Students at Cal State should
know that signing up fcx* R.O.T.C
doesn't necessarily mean they have
to stay in the Army for eight years.
It is difficult to make that kind
of ccMiunittment when many col
"I learned leader
lege students are still undecided on
ship, how to coordi
their academic majors or career
nate and train oth
plans. However, the military sci
ers,
and I received a
ence courses at Cal State can give
lot of respect,,,!
a sense of what R.O.T.C is all
about and can be taken before sign
learned things soci
ing up for R.O.TC.
ety doesn't teach
The best words about the JMOwomen,. n
gram came from students like
Yesena Mayes, who was in
R.O.T.C. for a year. "The first two
years you're not oimmitted to the the i^iysical training. "I know I
Army," said Mayes. "It's regular can go a step more than I think 1
classes for a major plus military can go. 1 no longer put limits on
scirace courses that really help myself and 1 now ^ly this to
you, no matter what your major. I every aspect of my life."
learned leadership, how to coordi
For this reason, Mayes, who
nate and train others andlreceived dropped R.O.T.C. to pursue a de
a lot of respect As a woman, I gree in law doesn't regret the time
leamedthingssocietydoesn'tteacb she spent in the {xogram.

C^tain Ross Bryant further ex
plained the on -campus R.O.TC.
program. "In order to become an
officer in the Army, you need to go
to an Officer Candidate College.
Go to West Point or join R.O.T.C.
Seventy percent of our offices
come from R.O.T.C. By attending
Cal State, and being in R.O.T.C.,
2& the end of four years, when you
graduate with whatever degree, you
can receive a Lieutenant's
commision."
Bryant would like more
student's to know about the many
activities that Cal State R.O.T.C.
students participate in. "Last Fri
day we held our Quarterly Army/
Airforce Day in the old gym," said
Bryant. "It's almost like the old
Army/Navy games. We compete
in various sports events. There's a
Coyote Trophy that we pass back
and forth, d^nding on whowins.
In April, we hold the Cavalry Tra
dition Dinner, and later, our Mili
tary BaU."
For a more in-depth explanation
of what R.O.T.C. can do for you,
call Captain Bryant at 880-5533.

News
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^oday is the day you stop [istening to
the tales of other lives lived, and ^
begin the odyssey that unll be your story.

LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN
*

V J

. -i"

X
Photo By France* Williams

Enterprise Rent-a-car was one of the many companies offering part-time jobs at
the '97 Part Time Job ^po, held in the Events Center March 6.

Part-Time Job Expo A Success
By Kristen DeCicco
Chronicle Staff Writer

CSUSB's '97 Part-Time Job
Expo held in the Student Union
Events Center on Thursday, March
6, resulted inahuge success. More
than 50 employers offering parttime, temporary and seasonal job
opportunities were invited to at
tend the expo hosted by the
CSUSB Career Development
Center and co-sponsored by
United Parcel Service.
The c^^xntunities ranged fixun
summer camp assistants to vari
ous careers within the military.
The Marine Corps attended, presrating officer openings for those
who finish college and attend their
Officer Candidate Program.
UPS, five year sponsor of the
Part-Time Job Expo, gear job op
portunities around education. U^
offers snid^ts 15-20 hours per

week, convenient work schedules,
and health benefits. "The best
employees are the ones from Cal
State," said Theron Garcia, a UPS
recruiter. "Theyhaveacareerplan
and dedication."
Approximately 1,250 students
attended thefair. While the major
ity of attendees consisted of
CSUSB students. Rialto High
School seniors were invited as well.
"This is the best turnout we've
ever had. Every year gets belter,"
said Lesley Larsen, Administra
tive Operations Analyst of the Ca
reer E)evelopment Center.
Students walked from booth to
booth seeking employment oppor
tunities that wouldallow them time
to pursue their educations. Many
companies such asCoca-Cola, the
bevoage donator for the fair. Enteiprise Rent-A-Car and Miller's
Outpost, offo*summer intOTiships
with the possibility for full-time
onployment;

A main attraction of the
job fair was the Red Lion
Hotel. Students gathered
around the centrally lo
cated booth inquiring
about jobs including ban
quet servers, kitchen positicms, food servers and
future hotel management
c^portunities.
According to Cathy
Davis, Human Resources
Directm*, "Weprovideemployment to accommodate
school schedules while
ctffering students a steady
income."
If full-time en^Ioyment is what
you desire, attend the Career Op
portunities Fair on April 16 in the
Events Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Over 60 employers will at
tend the fair lo(4dng to hire stu
dents.
For m(»e infcmnatitxi call 8805250.

'AVKJAMCW

1-800-USA-NAVY
WWW.navyjobs.com

For a follow-up to the ASI Audit
story on page 1, be sure to grab the
next issue of The Chronicle.
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CSUSB Student Places
Third In Local Pageant
By Mary Ellen Abllez
Chronicle Staff Writer

Three of Cal State's finest re
cently participated in the Miss San
Bema^ino Pageant and one of
them placed as a runner-up.
Alyssa McDuffie, Dora Jack
son, and Jacki Baeza were Cal
State's representatives in a contest
that pitted local high schools and
colleges against each other. Audi
ence participation bordered on
hysteria with the presentation of
each of the candidates. Had an
^plause-o-meter determined the
winners, all three of the CSUSB
students would have placed.
Photo by Elizabeth Foiden

Firetrucks race to save San Bernardino's Feldheym Library from disaster—fortunately, there were no
damages or injuries, as the cause for alarm was a busted ballast light which produced odorless fumes.

Near Disaster At Local Library
By Elizabeth Foiden
Chronicle Staff Writer

Fire engines raced to the
Feldheym Library in San Bernar
dino on Saturday, March 8 at 10
a.in.
Several Hremen, headed by
James Prater, masterfully slij^d
(Ml their safety gear and hea^d
determinedly towardsthe entrance
of the library.
Flames were not evidenL How
ever, alarmed patrons smelled
smoke as they waited outside
FeldheymLibrary.Tish
McGuckian, Reference Desk Li
brarian, said that precautionary
measures were being taken to keep
the public outside and safe.
I liie opening of the lilMnry was
delayed ^proximately 45 minutes,
but the situation turned (xit to be
non-threatening. No damage CM
injuries were reported.
Prater said the fun turned out to
be an isolated incidrat of a busted
ballast light which produced odorDus fumes which dissipated
quickly.
Nearly 80 people stood anx
iously outside the public building.,
it is a busy time of the year to be
kx^ed out of the libra^. Many
patrons expressed the various rea
sons why they were spending this

warm, beautiful Saturday morning
at Feldheym.
I wasdoing research. One group
of attendees were there for their
monthlygenealogymeeting. Char
lotte Bond, Librarian for San Ber
nardino Department Valley Ge
nealogical Society and volunteer
for the Feldheym Library, stated
that she smelled smoke as she

waited to enter the library just be
fore 10 a.m.
Some students were there to
shidy, and other people wereworicing (Ml projects or reading to their
children.
The Fire Department com
mended the prudence of library
employees in contacting them and
ensiuing public safety.

Native, cont. from page 1
the value, perseverance and hard
work as well. *T raised nine chil(ken," she said. 'T lived on a farm
and did all my baking and sewing-I made all my children's clothes."
In addition to confronting prob
lems faced by Native Americans,
the meeting also served as a way
for the women tonetwork and draw
from the experiences of one an
other. An issue of concern most
wcMnen at the meeting could relate
with was racism. "Stereotyping is
everywhere," said one wcMnan at
the event "It happens every day
on TV, and in professional sports."

Baeza, who was sponsored by
the Kiwanis International, placed
second runner-up after Kari Walsh
from UCR and winner Monica
Steinmann, from Aquinas High
School. Baeza would like to pur
sue a career as a clinical social
worker. She works on campus in
the StudentOuu^each office in U.H.
Jackson was sponsored by
J.C.Penney and plans a career in
social work. McDuffie, whose
sponsor was Business Bank of
California, hopes to be a teacher.
Pageant sponsors included the
San Bernardino Area Chamber of
Commerce, San Bernardino Con
vention, Visitors Bureau and Re
discover San Bernardino.
Referring to the football team, she
said, 'The name Redskins comes
from the period when dead Indians
were skinned tocollect a bounty. 1
don't know what other race would
tolerate a name such as this," she
said.
Teaching Native American tra
ditions was a goal expressed by
many women who sat in a circle at
the meeting. "Sitting in a circle
means that we don't believeanyone
is better than anyone else," said
Macias.
As the meeting neared conclu
sion, one woman voiced her senti
ments: "We must keep fighting for
what is right," she said.

WWWWWWWDWWWWWWOWWWOC
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FREE MOVE IN
RLSORT A V A R I MhN I S

Sandwiches & Frozen Yogurt

Taste
one ?\ace/
l.'niversily Faikwax' --A
{B\ llimhes Supcniiaikct)
"887-7812

$4 Combo Meal
INDUDM, RSGULAR SIZE
HAM, TURKEY, OR CHICKEN FITOT
SARXMCH, REGULAR FOUNTAIN
DRINK. & CHIPS
NOT VDM MTB OTHEI OLLET <J DSCOUNT.
CWAT AS*RAI EN DEOARRTIET 31,1997
ONE CGJPCN PER
\AAD ARIL D IHES91 BEMODNOLOCOLCN

500 Off any size
frozen yogurt
ND VDU WFLH CNY ETIER DTER CR DSCOJIT,
ON« ECMA CN DECEMBER 31.1997
ONE CCUPCN PET CUSTCMA.
V*JD CRTY D THE SEN OETNODNO LOODTCN

|3 Minutes to CampusI ] Gated Community
I Close to Shopping | lOn-Site Management
f

Health Club
Pools/Spas/Jogging Trails
Tennis, Basketbml, Volleyball

I

A

FREE Cable TV w/ HBO
Energy Efficient ^^pliances
Washer-Dryer Hookups
5 Designer Cc'
Color Schemes

m
'i ; f •'

2065 College Avenue, San Bernardino, CA 92407
For Details, CALL ... 909-880-1828
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Mexico, Havasu...What Are You Doing for Spring Break?
By La'Keisha Gilford

Jarilyn Jones
Senior,
Comm Studies
"My plans for spring break are to
go to Dayton, Ohio to visit my
family and do some netwoiking
for my career."

Chronicle Staff Writer

Van Lieu
Senior,
Economics
"I will party in Mexico!*

La Shanna Love
Freshman,
Undeclared

Cynthia Olivo
Grad Student,
Education

Mindy Stevenson
Freshman, Comm
Studies

"1 plan to party hard, and party
long in Mexico with my friends
Van and Tatianna."

"I have to woric. . How patheUc.'*

"I want to try to woik fw the San
Bernardino Sun to get some
journalism e}q)erience "

Campus Clubs: You May Not Know Your Options
By Cheri Dixon

opportunities, and unity among
those who desire to better them
selves and their communities."
We*ve got organized groups on
"The clubs are all pretty active,"
campus such as The University says Genae Fleming, Student DeAmbassadors Society, Progressive veloixnentCoordimuor. They have
Student Alliance, and the Bomb to renew their charter every year.
Rule Association—that have a po No new clubs have registered in
litical ring.
the last month since the chartered
But then we've got Bible Fel list of organizations was published
lowship, Full Gospel, Bible Shar in poster form.
ing, Triumph, and Ministry groupsSo, what can you do if you want
-that have a religious tone.
to join an existing club or organi
We've got Psy-Span, Amadeus, zation on campus? The first step is
Nutrition, and International Busi to stop by the Office of Student
ness clubs-that have an academic Leadership and Develoinnent to
sound.
fill out an interest card. The inter
And we've also got the Phi est card will be placed in the^proK^pa Phi, the Panhellenic Coun ixiate organizaticxi's mailbox, and
cil and Gamma Sigma Alpha-that someone from the club will con
have a Greek pedigree.
tact you.
These are some of the dozens of
People need to take an interest
student clubs and organizations in clubs here, because not every
available on campus. Information one knows these clubs exist. If you
about various clubs can be ob missed Club Fest, Greek Week or
tained at Club Fest days, which are Culture Fest in the Fall, you may
scheduled for April 9 and 10.
not be aware of your options.
A list of all officially chartered Watch for more event details dur
student organizations and what ing Siting quarter.
they stand for is maintained in the
The on-campus groups include
Office of Student Leadership and cultural sui^xnt, departn^nt/maDevelqment. The Bomb Rule jor-related, greek cx-ganizations,
Associaticxi, fm instance, has the honor societies, religious organigoal to "provide positive avenues. zations and recremional int^st
Chronicle Staff Writer

clubs.
Many clubs exist tosupport vari
ous ethnicities. The Thai Students
Association, for instance, unites
Thai students and also promotes
the Thai culture. A club exists for
each of the following cultures as
well: African/American, Ameri
can Indian, Cambodian, Chicano/
Latino, Chinese, Filipino, Indone
sian, Korean, Nigerian, and Viet
namese.
Many departmental clubs exist
from Accounting (Beta Alpha Psi)
to Theater Arts (Players of the Pear

r»v
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(jarden). Greek organizations
abound from Alpha toChnega and
include honor societies as well as
co-educational fraternities.
Student religious mganizations
include: Campus Crusade for
Christ as well as Catholic, Sev
enth-day Adventist, Jewish, and
Latter-Day Saints associations.
Many of these groups provide a
framework for group Bible study
or help students with educational
and personal matters.
Recreational interest clubs exist
in the areas of: Adventure Gam
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ing, Aikido, Cbcxeograpbic Dance,
Rugby
Football,
Skiing/
Snowboaiding, Tae KwonDo, and
Tennis. Various team and indi
vidual intramural spcxt activities
arealsoavailable. Interested intra
mural participants should contact
the Department of Recreational
Sports at 880-7142.
If you don't see your area of
interest represented by a club, you
can start your own. Contact the
Office of Student Leadership and
Development at ext.5234 for in
formation and an application.

Pawprints
March 12,1997
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Diversity Committee
College Republicans
Hosts Ethnic Dance
to Host Speaker on
Disc Sports,
Class at CSV SB
Measure S
Anyone?
By Michael Newvine
Chronicle Staff Writer

Are you concerned about public
safety in San Bernardino? If you
aren't, you should be.
In June of 1997 a prc^rty tax
which was implemented in 1990
to fund the addition of 65 police
officers will run out. As a result,
the police department is in jeop
ardy of losing those officers. In
adchtion, concerns have been raised
about the antiquated fire-flghting
equipment currently being used
by the San Bernardino Fire De

Take a
TliirnAround
Trip to
Laughlin
The Association of Latino Fac
ulty, Staff, and Students is holding
a scholarship fund turnaround trip
to Laughlin on Saturday, March 22
(for those over twenty-one).
Twenty dollars per person will
include a free buffet at the Golden
Nugget, and the bus trip will in
clude snacks, sodas, and beer.
Those going on the trip will
board the bus at the campus entrancetumoutat 7:00a.m. Thebus
will return to campus at approxi
mately 1:00 a.m.
For reservations and informa
tion, call Larry Ryan at 880-5048,
OT Joe Liscano at 880-5350.

partment.
But the problems don't just rest
there. Without the passage of
Measure S, which was designed to
replace the outgoing property tax,
the public safety situation in San
Bernardino is a time-bomb ready
to explode.
Tlie College Republicans are
sponsoring a talk on Measure S
Friday, March 14 at 12:00 p.m. in
JB112. Lieutenant Wes Fanner of
the San Bernardino Police Depart
ment will be discussing details of
the measure. All students, faculty
and staff are invited.

By Cher! Dixon
Chronicle Staff Writer

Calling all interested Disc play
ers!
If you would be interested in
playing disc golf or Ultimate (a
form of frisbee football), please
respond. Ifthere is enough interest
we could (X'ganize some games for
fun or maybe get a league going.
If interested, E-mail your name
and
phone
number
to
cdixon@acme.csusb.edu.

You Are Wanted at
Camp This Summer
Do you love the outdoors? Do
you like to hike and go biking?
When you channel surf, do Moun
tain Dew commercials really grab
your attention? If so, there is a
place waiting for you and needing
you: Summer C!amp.
Over half a million college stu
dents will fmd their way from their
campus to camp this summer to
fill openings at approximately
8,500campsacrosstheU.S. How
ever, there are more jobs to fill
than there are people seeking them.
For students interested in work
ing at a summer camp, in addition
to working, benefits include living
and playing in the great outdoors;
going on active adventures; expe
riencing other parts of the country;

making new friends from all over-even other countries; banking
more money than you think-with
few expenses; and becoming a
child's hero.
Camp jobs offer invaluable skillbuilding, leadership, training, and
enrichment opportunities found
iK)where else. Positions at camps
include counsel(xs, activity instruc
tors and lifeguards. Salaries for
the siunmer generally range from
$1,000 to $3,000 for the camp sea
son and up to $4,000 for persons
who are certified in lifeguard train
ing and other skilled positions.
Ftx more information, contact
Bob Schultz of the American
Camping Association at (765) 3428456.

Hope Blooms with Daffodil Days
The American Cancer Society's
'Daffodil Days" is hm, and local
volunteers are selling daffodils, the
first flower of spring, to sincad the
hope of a world free of cancer.
The bright yellow blossoms and
coordinating merchandise are cur

rently being sold by the Chairs of
the event. Ordered flowers will be
available for pick-up during the
week of March 17.
Individuals may purchase flow
ers for themselves, family, friends,
co-woilcers, ca even anonymously

for cancer patients.
To order daffodils or daffodil
merchandise such as sweatshirts,
t-shirts, paper cubes and coffee
mugs, call the American Cancer
Society at (909)683-6415. or (800)
ACS-2345.

The University Dance Com
pany, the campus dance perfor
mance organization, will host a
lecture/demonstration and a mas
ter class on Ethnic Dance and
movementon Saturday, March 15.
The lecture will focus on the
historical and social significance
of ethnic dance. The master class
will highlight the style, technique
and artistic interpretation of West
African and Caribbean dance. Both
events are open to the public.
The class will be taught by
Adassa, Artistic Director of the
Diamond Mind Multicultural Arts
Organization. She has performed

at numerous community, educa
tional and artistic events. She
teaches at her own facility and
provides instruction for students
at all levels.
This event is being sponsored
by the CSUSB University Diver
sity Committee. The cost is $3 for
CSUSB students and UDC mem
bers and $5 for general admission.
The event is open to the public.
Experienced as well as inexperi
enced dancers are welcomed. Stu
dents, faculty, and staff of all
ethnicities and cultures are invited
to attend. For mtxe information,
call 880-7234.

Apply for $1,000
Scholarship by April 11
College students who are U.S.
citizens and have a grade point
average of 'B+' or better are eli
gible for a $1,000 college scholar
ship. Students have until Ajxil 11
to apply.
To recieve an application, send
a request to the Educational Com
munications Scholarship Founda
tion, at 721 North McKinley Road,
P.O. Box 5012, Lake Forest, IL,
60045-5012; fax arequest to(847)
295-3972; or e-mail a request to
"scholar@ecilf.com".

All requests for applicatitxis
must include the student's name,
permanent home address, city,
state, zip code, name of college,
approximate GPA, and year in
school during the 1996-1997 aca
demic year.
Applications will be fulfilled by
mail only, on or about April 22.
Thirty-five wiimers will be selected
(Ml the basis of academic perfor
mance, involvement in extracur
ricular activities, and some con
sideration for financial need.

EXTRA IXCOME FOR '97
Earn $500 - $1000 meekly stuffing
enuelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
mith SHSE to:

V

GROUP FlUE
6547 N Academy Blud. Dept N
Colorado Springs, CO. 80918

J

Come and visit the

College
Legal Clinic

specializing In Dsonlly. ciimlnal.
peisonal Ityuiy. landlord/tenant,
and other fields of law!
CaU tts at 860-50361
We ire located la the ABI Svltee la the ttadeat

We are here to heip yoult!
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MjiJi

=Wed.
oontime Cultural Lecture Series

athy Ervin speaks on
frican - American Women In Theater
2:00 - 2:00 pm
/omen's Resource &
dult Re-Entry Center
IHRA, Professionals In Human
esources Association, meeting.

:15 pm
ack Brown Hail, room 280
ji

SUSB Baseball

CSU LA
00 pm
iscalini Field

22nd Chamber Singers'
Renaissance Banquet

African Company presents:

7:00-11:00 pm
Tamara Harsh, Conductor
CSUSB Events Center
$30.00
Tickets are on sale at the
Creative Arts Building room 111

Suni

8:15 pm
University Theater, Creative Arts Bid
Info: 880 - 5884

16

Cfumber QrdxeStra
Ron Dunham, Conductor
3:00 pm
Free
Recital Hall, Creative Arts Bid.

Monday 17

fomen & Self Esteem

00 - 8:00 pm
orongo Lounge
errano Village

single Parents Support Group

All day
Women's Resources &
Adult Re-Entry Center

Saturdi!V 22
22nd Chamber Singers'
Renaissance Banquet

7:00-11:00 pm
Tamara Harsh, Conductor
CSUSB Events Center
$30.00
Tickets are on sale at the
Creative Arts Building room 111

CSUSB Softball

elta Sigma Chi meeting

30 -10:00 pm
odent Union Senate Chamber

Thursday 13
SUSB Women's Tennis

Grand Canyon University
00 am
SUSB tennis court
frican Company presents:
Ucliarli

15 pm
niversity Theater, Creative Arts Bid
fo: 880 - 5884

Friday 14
SUSB Men's Volleyball

Coyote Classic
"II Day
oussoulis Arena

V. New Mexico Highlands
2:00/4:00 pm
CSUSB Softball field

T\iesdav 18

ASI Finance Board meeting

10:00 am
Student Union Senate Chamber
ASI Director meeting

12:00 noon
Student Union Senate Chamber
10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Student Union Lounge / Main Desk

00 -11:00 pm
imara Harsh, Conductor
SUSB Events Center
30.00
ckets are on sale at the
reatlve Arts Building room 111
>pcorn & Movies

CSUSB Softball

;Wednesdav 19
Bookstore's Book Buy Back

10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Student Union Lounge / Main Desk

DO - 5:00 pm
omen's Resource &
iult Re-Entry Center

Bookstore's Book Buy Back

ECHA meeting

10:00 am - 6:00 pm
Student Union Lounge / Main Desk

— Thursday 20

00 - 4:00 pm
udent Union Senate Chamber

Saturday 15
SUSB Men's Volleyball

Coyote Classic
I Day
3ussouiis Arena
rican Company presents:
icljarb 3fM

15 pm
liversity Theater, Creative Arts Bid
o: 880 - 5884

Friday 21
22nd Chamber Singers'
Renaissance Banquet

7:00-11:00 pm
Tamara Harsh, Conductor
CSUSB Events Center
$30.00
Tickets are on sale at the
Creative Arts Building room 111
CSUSB Men's Volleyball
V. San Diego State University
7:00 pm. Coussouiis Arena

3:00 - 4:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber
Men's Support Group

4:30 - 5:30 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber

.Tuesdays
9:00 -10:00 am
Women's Resource &
Adult Re-Entry Center

CSUSB Women's Tennis

3:30 - 5:30 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber

V. Dominican College
2:00 pm
CSUSB tennis court

Latina Women's Empowerment Grou

Afrikan Men Support Group

Sunday 23
African Company presents:

mthatxi
2:00 pm
University Theater, Creative Arts Bid
Info: 880 • 5884

Monday 24

SPR^.BfeJfeAK

•fi&GiNS !!!

CSUSB Softball
V. Hawaii Pacific University
2:00 / 4:00 pm
CSUSB Softball field

New Mexico Highlands
2:00/4:00 pm
CSUSB Softball field
V.

Juggling Work, Family, & School
Support Group

CSU Domiguez Hills
12:00 noon
Fiscalini Field
V.

Andy Cleaves, Director
2:30 pm
Gen. $5.00 Std. $3.00
Recltal.Hall, Creative Arts Bid
Tickets are on sale at the Creative Arts
Building room 111.

2:00 - 3:00 pm
Women's Resource &
Adult Re-Entry Center

Effective Communication Group

CSUSB Baseball

Bookstore's Book Buy Back

2nd Chamber Singers'
enaissance Banquet

ulVIondays

Celebrating Fannie Farmer

i=== Tuesday 25
ASi Finance Board meeting
10:00 am
Student Union Senate Chamber
ASi Director meeting

12:00 noon
Student Union Senate Chamber

6:00 - 7:00 pm
Multicultural Center
Catholic Bible Study

8:00 - 9:00 pm
Lower Commons
Panheiienic Council Meetings

8:00 - 9:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber
m m m m m m m m m m mW e d n e s d a y
Afrikan Student Alliance Meeting

12:00-1:00 pm
Multiculturai Center
M.A.P.S. Meeting

12:00-1:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Club Meetins

6:00 - 8:00 pm
Women's Resource &
Aduit Re-Entry Center
Circle K international Meeting

6:00 - 8:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber

Thursday

CSUSB Basebali

Society For Creative Anachronism

V. U.C. Riverside
7:00 pm
Fiscaiini Field

5:00 - 6:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber

^Wednesday 26

PIHRA, Professionals In Human
Resources Association, meeting.

5:15 pm
Jack Brown Hall, room 280
Prepared Courtesy of the
Student Union Graphic Office
Sponsored courtesy of
Student Union Program Board

Latino Business Students Association

6:00 -10:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber
Campus Crusade For Christ

Coffee House
6:15 pm
Eucalyptus Room, Lower Commons

Fridays

Korean Student Association

4:00 - 6:00 pm
Student Union Senate Chamber
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Down

L Don't _on me

1. Dorothy's dog

2. Chemical
Abbreviation Na

2. Not keeping up with
responsiblity

3. Meow!

5. The one you beg
money from

4. Yummy imitation
meat

8. Board game
16. Mascot of U.C.
Santa Cruz

5. Alternates your
mind
6. Stubborn as a _

18. Another one bites
this

7. Sea animal

19. Scary wrapped
character

8. One-eyed creature

20. _ trash bags .

9. Not first

71. _for a _

10. 80's California
slang

22. Metallica's newest
album

11. Fox's Saturday
night show
12. Sings "Light My
Fire"
13. Hole to your brain
14. _ Dolls,
alternative band
15. "_wide,"says the
dentist
16. Nickname for
popular action
celebrity
17. Astrology sign

23. Dr. _

Answers To Previous Puzzle
II
nun
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n
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24. Golf related
25. Pull the _
26. _ with a view
27. _ in a haystack
28. Another way of say
ing hello
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OLrunne T^feef
CLruime ^^fiirufibrta:

By Corina Borsuk
Chronicle Staff Writer

Okay, so you like anime, so
you pick up a magazine or check
out a web page devoted to the
subject The only problem is they
keep using these words that you
just don't recognize and they aren't
exactly found in Webster's Dic
tionary. Well, don't worry, I'm
here to help ycm overcome this
little obstacle.
Listed below are scane terms
that every anime fan would prob
ably want to know, or ones that I
like. (Hey, it is my column after
all.) Scxne of them even include
pronunciations for the Japanese
language impaired.
Anime (annie-may) - Japanese
w(vd for animatimi; refos U> im
ported Japanese animation, usu
ally dubbed or subtitled; also

known as Japanimation
Backgroimd Music (BGM) - gen
erally refers to the instrumental
music that plays during fight scenes
or death scenes, etc.
Hentai (hen-tie) - literally means
pervert or almormal in Japanese;
refers to anime with lewd or
naughty bits
Manga - J^anese word for comic
bodes, generally published in black
and white in a compilation with
other manga
Otaku - literally a geek in J^anese; refers to die-hard anime £ms;
sometimes, known as the otaku
generation
Shojo (show-joe) - girls' manga;
written and drawn by women for
women; focus is usually less on
action and more on character de

velopment; examples include
Magic Knight Rayearth and Sailor
Moon; generally published
monthly
Shonen (show-nen) - boys' manga;
written and drawn by men; lots of
action and martial arts fighting;
examples include Slam Dunk
Super-deformed (SD) - when
anime characters are drawn with
disproportionate heads, legs,
hands, etc.; scxnetimes referred to
as cutesy
These are just a few terms to help
you (HI your way to being a true
otaku. If you re^y are an otaku
though, you should {Hobably pick
up a Japanese-English dictionary
for easy reference. Next quarter, a
review of Street Fighter II: The
animated movie and arun-down of
anime on U.S. television. Com
ments, questions....

Bowie's new album Earthling, lacks the zest of his earlier
Ziggy Stardust albums as he tries to recapture their essence.

"Bbvwie hAj^idLs

I Kb OLrumoTs Comer
By Abe Sanchez
Chronicle Staff Writer

What is this new Prince album
(scxry I refuse to call What's His
Face The Artist Formerly Known
as Something). I'm getting away
from the subject. We should be
talking about Rahsaan Patterson, a
sound-alike of Princess. Oh, sorry
I meant Prince. This R&B album
provides strong vocals. This is
common on many R&B albums,
and for Prince fans this includes
his albums,too.
Paradoxically this may be the
short coming of the album, great
vocals but it fails to move the lis
tener musically. Patterson relies
on the impenetrable back up vo
cals to make this album something
oth^ than the regular cliche of
love songs.
This album gets a three, no, make
that a two because I've got a men
tal image of Prince in my mind. I
know thisis cutting Patterson shcnt,
but if he didn't sound so much like
Precious, I mean Prince, he would
have earned a three for not only

vocal but fcH" the attempt to blend
the urban sound with the world of
jazz.
Well, it's abcHit time I found a
song that gets not only the Choice

Cutsawardandisafive. Thecatch
is that this isn't a rock band, but a
guitar duo, Strunz & Farah.
This jazz duo have hit number
one in thebillboard charts and have
been nominated for a Grammy.
This is, without a doubt, some of
the best acoustic guitar work I've
evCT heard. It's a refmed sound
that anybcxly who plays or listen to
guitar will enjoy. The piece I'm

talking alxHit is "El Jaguar." It's a
blend of Spanish and Middle East- em sounds. It competes and blows
away names like Van Halen,
Yngwie Malmsteen or any pseudoaltemadve names Uke Smashing
Pumpkins' Billy Something or
other.
If you ever get a chance to listen
to "El Jaguar" listen for the lead
solo. It's fast and provides a juxta
position of sound meant to tease
your mind and soul. This is sup
ported by a Latin syncopated
rhythm, allowing f<x^ the freedom
of the guitar woik to be exposed.
This isn't found in works by many
bands.
Something I failed to mention,
there are no vocals to destroy this
pieceofart That's right, no chump
trying toimpress a woman by sing
ing, "1 love you."
If you're open minded toward
jazz this isamust Iknowthismust
seem weird sin(te I've been known
to destroy albums and talk dirt
about band members, but there is
alwaysapleasantexception. Strunz
& Farrah provided this exception.

By Christina Oiney
Managing Editor

David Bowie's latest release,

Earthling, sounds like a combina
tion betweensome of hisold Ziggy
Stardust material and Nine Inch
Nails (I must admit that I'm not a
fan of Nine Inch Nails). Some
times this combination works bet
ter than odters, but overall the al
bum just isn't very lively. It often
sounds t(X) contiived.
The first trackand the frrst single
to be released off the album is
"Little Wonder." It sounds Uke a
bad Nine Inch Nails song with
DavidBowie just doing scnne guest
vocals. The song is very techno
sounding, aggressive and rather
depressing. All ofthemusic on the
track sounds computer created, as
if there were no instruments played
by Uve musicians. I hate that.
F(Htunately this was the worst song
on Earthling.
FoUowing a close second for
worst song is track number seven,
"The Last Thing You Should Do."
It isalso very techno soimding and
to top that off all the singing is off

key. Ifrere's just no call for that
sort of behavior. Bowie knows
better than that If I wanted tohear
offkey singing I would have bought
a Hole album.
"Seven Years in Tibet" sounds
much more like a Bowie song than
a Reznor c(Hnpilation. There is
some funky trumpet that sounds as
if it were actually played by a real
musician and the vocal style is
very reminiscent ofBowie'sZiggy
Sta^ustdays. "Dead Man Walk
ing"sounds almost completely like
old Bowie as opposed to new
Reznor. Ifldidn'tknowbetterl'd
have thought that this was a lost
Ziggy Stardust track recently un
earthed for this album.
While "Telling Lies," has a
pretty cool musical intro, the rest
of the song is pretty dull. The
other, unmentioned tracks on
Earthling suffer the same tragic
fate of boredom.
I was disappointed that the once
innovative musical genius David
Bowie has succumbed to copying
the style of cHhers and doing it
rather poorly. Maybe if you're a
Nine Inch Nails fan you'11 like this
album better than I did.
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'hAjooc^M^ll, CLs Laid

By Joseph Hardman
Chronicle Staff Writer

Just when you thought Marvin
Gaye's smoothness couldn't be
simulated. OrSmokeyRobinsonthat G.Q-stare and dappemess
couldn't be possessed by anyone
else, ha« comes Maxwell who
invites you into his "Urban Hang
Suite." This 23-year-old Brook
lyn native has definitely taken
many of us by surprise.
Maxwell coiUdn't have ap
peared on the seen at abetter time.
He isn't taking the road of sex you
up, sli^ it-flip it-rub it down lyrics
some R&B singers are taking these
days. Maxwell reminds us what
love is, how special woman are
and why we appreciate them.
His debut single "TiUTheCop's
Cum Knockin" is about making
love, not knockin' boots. His
follow up release "Ascension
(Don'tEver Wonder)," allows us
to see just how smoodi he is.

The latest release off his album
is"SummthinSummthin." If you
haven't heard this track, which
shouldn't be possible seeing that
it has been lacing all of the urban
radio airwaves, you've been sleep
ing. There is ^so an old school
remix to this track that will defi
nitely get your feet moving on the
dance floor.
Maxwell has been creating his
WOTld of music since 17, forming
his material and lyrics from what
he calls his life'sexperiences. My
man Maxwell has a bright future
ahead of him and, hopefully a
long musical career ahead of him.
He can'tbe denied a place next U)
all the great soul singers of our
past
Don',t be surprised when you're
forty years old, talking to your
kids about how you use to shakea-leg to Maxwells songs. You
know, the way our parents used to
talk about Marvin and Smokey.
They'll look at you crazy, just like
you used to do your par^ts.

0(i>Jb AAidrugKf'
fRodeo)
By Joseph Hardman
Chronicle Staff Writer

Have you been looking for a
place to take amidweekbreak from
all of lifes hassles without spend
ing lots of money? Something
besides sitting at a bar or pay ihg to
get into a dance club? Club Mid
night is the perfect place.
Here you can enjoy pool tables,
cheap drink prices, and good mu
sic. My first impression of walk
ing into the club was overwhelm
ing. I had never been inside a club
tb^ was as big as this one. At least
not in San Bernardino.
The club is better known as
Midnight Rodeo. Their main
venue, Thursday through Sunday,
iscountrymusic. Wednesdaynight
is a new venue night the club is
trying out, under the name Club
Midnight. On this night they play
Oldschool, Hip-Hop, DeepHouse,
and top 40 music.
The club can hold 3,100 people.
It has five bars, and a state-of-the
art sound system and light show.
They probably won't draw a

cs^citiy crowd, but the turnout
won't be small, considering there
is no cover charge before ten
o'clock. Not to mention the drink
specials which are .50 well drinks
and tap beer, and 1.00 you-call-its
and longnecks.
I haven't heard of much adver
tisement about the club. I spoke
with the manager Kregg Angel
about this. "We're still in a build
ing process," he said. "We started
off the club with radio commer
cials on 99.1 and Power106. They
gave us good turnouts, but we
think most of our turnouts will be
by wOTd of mouth." When asked
how well he thinks the club will
do, "We definitely have the drink
specials and no cover charge to
attract people."
So for all you eighteen and overs
looking for a hangout, where you
can get your groove on for your
midweek break, Club Midnight is
die spot. The club is located off the
Waterman exit from the 10 free
way on the other side of Redlands
Blvd. For information about the
club, call 824-5444.
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While trying to buy saran wrap to make dental dams,Tommy Davidson (Top-Rushon) and Jamie Foxx
(Bum) encounter Judge Peabody played by Bemie Mac, who gives them a lecture on the evils of flesh.

By Christina OIney
Managing Editor

One night Rushon and his girl
friend Nikki (Tamala Jones) set up
adouble date with their best friends.
Nikki's friend Lysterine (Vivica
Fox) and Rushmi' sbest friend Bunz
(Jamie Foxx) meet for the first
time and hate each other instantly.

Booty Call is a movie about
Rusfaon (Tommy Davidson), a guy
who is trying desperately to per
suade his girlfriend of seven vv^ks
that is time to have sex.

Need A
Break?
Join Us For...

T r

r

Wednesday-

$1.50
orona

Thursday—I
* $1.50 U-Call-lt
Cocktails
i

and

g e e r r ^ ' 2 5 i 6 o z . Domesti
I
Draft Beer

MO com WITH STOKMTLP.
SPECIALS 8 UNTIL MIPHICHT

Hospitality Lane
1905S.CoiiimercenterE.
San Bernardino • (909) 884-7233
21 & over

As the night progresses, Bunz
and Lysterine, whose nickname is
Listy, become mwe and more at
tracted to one another. Both are the
type of people who prefer cme night
stands and they d^ide to have a
night of illicit sex.
While Bunz and Listy are busy in
her apartment, Rushcm and Nikki
are across the hall watching televi

March 12.1997

sion. Finally, Rushon persuades
Nikki that it is the right time to
move dieir relationship to the next
level. Uiis begins the real hilarity
of the movie.
The guys have tomake repeated
runs to the store for condoms and
other necessities. After the flnal
trip to the store (which got robbed
while they were there) the night
blows in Rushon's face. He and
Nikki get into a huge argument
that endsonly when a crazed New
York cab driver shoots Rushon in
the leg.
More crazy things hs^pen at
the hospital. Bunz gets everyone
into trouble, especially Rushon.
He also tries to pick up every
single woman he comes across,
including a woman who is in
labor.
This movie is a very physical
comedy that has a lot of amusing
(me liners. Some scenes may
offend people of certain
ethnicities, specifically Chinese
and Indian. Foxx and Davidson
come into contact with two In
dian convenience store clerks
who are rather stereotypical.
Since Jones' and Fox's charac
ters live in Chinatown, tliere are
many different portrayals of Chi
nese people. Thereare also some
stereotypes of African Ameri
cans.
A couple of very fuimy bit
parts in themovie make for some
very funny scenes. Gedde
Watanabe plays Chan, a gay

waiter in a Chinese restaurant that
the couples eat dinner in. Bemie
Mac plays a church friend of
Rushon's mother who Bunz and
Rushon encounter at a convenience
store. Mac's monologue is great.
Overall, Booty Call is a funny
movie that shouldn't be taken t(X)
seriously. You'll leave the theater
laughing over some of the unique
phrases that seem so natural com
ing out of Bunz' mouth. See it
during the matinee to save a few
dollars.

Council Travel
1-800-2-C0UNCIL

www.cjee.org
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Sagitarius
You've been hang
ing with the wrong
crowd. Use the
break to make new
friends.

ItP

Capricorn
This is a good time
to be with the one
you love. Just make
sure the feeling is
mutual.

Aries
Break offers the
perfect opportu
nity for you to go
somewhere new
and excting.

Leo
Local adventures
await you, stay close
to home. You'll be
sufHised what you
can find.

Taurus
New plans may
arise. Be sponta
neous you're sure
to have fun.

Virgo
Sometimes the
best times can be
achieved
when
you're alone...

Gemini
Follow your intu
ition. Let your
heart guide your
trip.

Libra
This is a time to be
adventurous. Try an ^
extreme sport
\j

Cancer
This might be a
go(xl time to stay
home. Your fi
nances may be
tight.

Scorpio
This time would
best be utilized sedcing employment.
You've already en
joyed your break.

Aquarius
Rally up some
friends, hop in the
car and take a road
trip.
Pisces
You're away from
those who care
about you the most.
Plan a suprise visit.
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Medical and Health Expo
By Malcolm Carey
Chronicle Staff Writer

Did you know that many of the
fastest growing jobs are in the
medicine and health fields? There
was lots of information at in these
fields this year's Medical and
Health Expo held in the Student
Union Evrats Center on February
26. The annual Expo is designed
for students who would like to
pursue a career in medicine, den
tistry, i^annacy, physical thosqiy,
as physician assistants or other
health related fields.
The event is put on by die
univo^ty's Medical Association
of Pie-HealthStudents (M.A.P.S).
The organization gathoed repre
sentatives firmn 20 different col
leges and univosities across Cali

fornia who provided the infoimadc«i that job seekers need to enter
graduate programs in medicine and
health.
Institutions at the Expo included
UCLA, use, Southern California
College of Optometry, Chapman
University, Los Angeles College
of Chiropractic, Loma Linda Uni
versity, and UCI.
Important information was also
available concerning the tests
needed to get into medical school,
dental school or qitometryschool.
If you would like more informatitm about jobs in themedicineand
health fields, M.A.P.S. meets evay Wednesday foxn 12 to 1 p.m.
in the Senate Chambers. You may
also contact Mic Ferraro, Vice
PresidentofM.A.P.S at(909)3381438.

Reducing The Risk of
Breast Cancer
By La'Keisha Gilford
Chronicle Staff Writer

In htmor of Wcxnen's Histtny
month, a time to ^reciate and
acknowledge wmnen's issues, I
thought diat it would be appropri
ate to address a women's he^th
issue. Breast Cancer is the number
one kill^ of women in the United
States. Breast cancer is a risk for
every woman, since one in nine
wcxnen will get the disease. Al
though your chances of getting this
disease is greater if a member of
your family has had it, four out of
five wcnnen that get breast cancer
don't have a family history of it
These figures may be alarming,
but many womenaren't sure about
what they can do to maintain
healthy breasts. There is hope in
the fight against breast cancer.
Early detection can be the key in
saving many women's lives.
Mammograms and breast x-rays
can find a lump of cancerous tissue
when it is extremely small, up to
two years before you can feel a
lump in your breast. Self breast
examinations are another factor in
early detection. They should be
performedmonthly. Weknowthat
breast cancer is or will be a con-

cern of every wcxnan.
Krames Communication offers
three steps to breast health. The
fu-st is to look for changes in your
breast. Changesmay reveal a lump
that cannot be felt. Rusty-colored
(x* puslike discharge from the nipple
may indicate a blocked duct or
otherproblem. The second is pro
fessional breast exams. Addition
ally, exams are recommended at
least every 1-3 years and third is to
get a mammogram.
Don't wait for symptoms to oc
cur to get a mammogram. Every
women should be performing
monthly self breast examinations.
The American Cancer Society sug
gests that women ages to 20-40 be
tested every three years and wanen
ages 40 to 49 should be tested
every one to two years depending
(xi their individual risk factors.
Women over 50 should be tested
yearly. The cost of mammograms
range from free to $250. Most
health care providers will cover all
OT some of the cost
Breast health is a necessary part
of a wcxnen's life. Knowledge is
the key to understanding and per
severing. Proactive measures can
be taken to reduce the risk of this
disease.
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Top 20 Health Industry
Jobs by the Year 2005
Here are the 20 fastest growing jobs in the health field between now
and the year 2005.
Cmst

Average growth

Dentist
Medical technologist
Dietician
Speech-language pathologist
Physicians and surgeon
Cytotechnologist
Podiatrist
Social worker
Nurse
Dental hygenist
Respiratory therapist
Psychologist
Occupational therapist
Radiological technologist
Medical record administrator
Physical & occupational
therapy assistant
Paralegal
Physical therapist
Computer scientist
Home health aid

Average income

12%
24%
26%
34%
35%
37%
37%
40%
42%
43%
48%
48%
60%
63%
75%

$98,000
$30,000
$34,000
$30,000
$108,000
$45,000
$60,000
$23,000
$30,000
$32,000
$26,000
$70,000
$30,000
$24,000
$38,000

81%
86%
88%
111%
136%

$22,000
$25,000
$30,000
$35,000
$24,000

(Source: Bureau of Labor Stmistics; U.S. Department of Labor, 1994.)
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the Make
& Model
WietPerfortnance MCmts!
At Literprise Rent-A-Cai; performance and promotion go handin-hand. With skill and determination, you can go as far and as
fast as your potential will take you.

•im

Staika
Brunch
Manager.
Margi has
received three
promotions in
the tsm years
she has been •
with the
company.

MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Widi over 99% of our executives starting as Management
Trainees, you'll have the opportunity to see quick results from
your hard work and commitment. Work Hard. Innovate,
Succeed... with Enterprise-Rent-A-Car, Interested individuals
should send/fax resume to the followii^: Enterprise Rent-A-Car;
Attn: Jamie Catchpole; 5462 Holt Blvd.; Montclaii; CA 91763.
Fax: (909) 482-4810. For more information, call Jamie
Catchpole at (909) 4824800 or visit our website: www.erac-com
Equal Opportunit)' Employff.

MilMn
From the start
of his career
with Enterprise,
Kevin began
working his
way up the
corporate
ladder. Today
he IS a
Corporate
Rental
Manager.

Are there any Health and Safety issues that you would like to read more about?
If so, let us know. Contact the Coyote Chronicle by calling us at 880-5000
extension 3940 or stop by the office in VH-037.
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Goodbye,
CSUSB
By Jason Armstrong
Executive Editor

It's hard to believe this is my last
issue as editor of The Chronicle.
Hme sure flies by when you're
having fun, or gaining vaduable
experience, I should say.
My career as a student at CSUSB
for the last five years has had its
tips and downs, but I can honestly
say, taken as a whole, it's been a
very positive experience. Though
I am eagerly andcipating graduati<»i in June and (hopefully) going
on to obtain my masters degree in
journalism, I know I will miss my
experiences at this campus.
1 remember going through New
Student Orientadon in the fall of
1992. At that time,1never thought
1 would get involved in many ex
tracurricular acdvities on campus.
1 didn't think I would ever have
much of a life on campus besides
going toclass, turning inmy homewok and making the long trek
back home to Norco.
When a friend persuaded me to
become a founding father of a new
fraternity on campus my freshman
year, Sigma Phi Epsilon, 1 had no
idea what to expect, but it turned
out to be one of the best decisions
1 ever made. In addition to the
enjoying the social aspects, 1 also
held positions in thechapter. Ifeel
that these positions taught me the
valuable skills of leadership and
organization, skills which have
benetittedme as editwof thisnews
paper.
In addition to my fraternal expe
rience, the two years 1 have spent
as amember of The Chronicle staff
have proved invaluable; 1 now
know the intricate wcH-kings of a
newspaper, and feel that 1 am ad
equately prepared to dive into a
career in the field of journalism.
1 realize that the description of
my experiences here may seem a
bit too positive. 1 have definitely
had my share of all-nighters,
whether it be writing a paper, or
woriting on The Chronicle. It has
been stressful,butrewarding,nonetheless.
My life will never be quite like
it was when 1 was an undergradu
ate at CSUSB, and 1 will miss this
campus.
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Insufficient Information Equates to Event
Cancellation for Student Organizations
By Kathy Ertter
Special to the Chronicle

On the morning of February 24
1 received a phone call from the
Public Safety office aboutan event
1 had attempted to schedule for
February 25 on affirmative action.
It was explained in a memo that
the reason ^e Public Safety Office
could not approve the event was
because they needed three more
days notice. This is not totally
correct The reason they needed
more time was due to a lack of
infonnation about the event. They
were not informed about who the
speaker was or any of the other
details of the event except that it
was about Proposition 209 and it
was to be held outside. Based on
this infonnation the af^roval could
not be granted until mcxe informaticHi was learned.

Knowing this, 1suppixt Public
Safety's decision to not give ap
prove fw the event. Public Safety
stated that if 1 had talked to them
that day about the event or if aflyer
was faxed to them by the Student
Activities Office describing the
event tiie approval would have been
granted and there would have been
no public safety issue in their as
sessment.
It is unfortunate that the event
had to be canceled because of something as avoidable as this. As a
student 1 am frustrated and con
cerned about the way this |xocess
was bandied. Without naming in
dividuals, 1 am very concerned
about why the Student Activities
Office didn't give more informa
tion to Public Safety about the event
or instruct me to get in touch with
Public Safety myself so the event
could go on as scheduled.
The cancellation has cost our

club money and many individuals'
valuabletimehasbeenwasted. We
spent time and money on flyers,
directional signs from media ser
vices (who went out of their way to
IS'ovide signs on time despite the
backlog of other events) and food
for the reception. California Fac
ulty Associatic»idonated money to
help our club to provide a pleasant
reception for the speaker and pay
for her travel expenses.
Lisa Campbell, the speaker,
took time out of her schedule to
speak at the event. The staff in the
Student Activities Office did evoything they could to help me.
Sociology faculty encouraged their
students to attend and announced
the event in class. The Women's
Resource and Adult Re-entry Cen
ter helped to plan the reception.
Not to mention the fact that my
kids spent time cutting rainbow
ribbonsand pinning them together.

This has been an eye opening
experience for me as a student of
CSUSB. In talking with various
people on campus, especially some
wonderful staff members,1' ve dis
covered that this isn' t the first time
students have had problems orga
nizing events on campus. In fact,
these kinds of things seem to hap
pen all the time. The regular oc
currence suggests to me that some
thing needs to be changed in re
gards toorganizing events and get
ting apiH-oval to use campus facili
ties.
Because I'm a senior now and
won't be here after June I'm not
able to organize support for chang
ing how our campus deals with this
issue. However, 1 won't let thisgo
unnoticed. I've decided to take
this up with the board and suggest
alternative inxM:edures thatstudents

Please see Cancellation page 15

The Hassles of Filing a Grad Check
By Katherine Garcia
Chronicle Staff Writer

California State University, San
Bernardino exists for the students.
Or at least that is what 1 thought
As a graduating senitx-1have found
that sometimes the university for
gets this.
Like hundreds of seniors, 1 sub
mitted my grad check for gradua
tion in December of 1995. Ac
cording to my record,1only had 18
units to complete. After 1 walked
in the commencement ceremony
in June,1got a surprise in the mail.
1had received my grad check which
said 1 needed to complete 37 units.
You can imaging mysurprise. How
could 1 have made such a large
error? At the time, 1 figured the
grad check was missing a few units,
but 1 didn't pursue the matter.
1 attended Fall quarter and
refiled my grad check. It cost $20
to refile the grad check! 1 couldn't
rationalize why the grad check
would be so expensive tite second
time around.1 bought my evaluator would do a complete check and
bc^fully frnd theerror. So,1waited
fen* the elusive document tt> grace
my mailbox.
In FelHuary, the grad check ar

rived. To my shock, what 1 bad as of Winter quarter. 1 beaded see if1 had ever received credit for
was a photocopy of the original down to the admissions office with passing the AP Art History exam.
grad check with the units com my fmdings. 1 stood in line for 20 She said that she had no exam
pleted in the Fall quarter checked. minutes only to be told at the results, but if 1 could provide proof
1 couldn't believe 1 paid $20 for a counter that 1 needed to call an that 1 had taken it, 1 would be
{Aoto copy. It upset me to know evaluator. 1 immediately stei^d credited nine units. 1 hung up the
that someone did an inadequate over to a campus phone and spoke phone and raced home.1 found the
job. It didn't take
to an evaluator. AP exam results and todc it to the
an evaluator five
The evaluator. admissions office first the follow
minutes to com
Amy Bracero, re ing afternoon.
I headed down to the
plete this grad
fused to see me or
The student woricer at the counter
admissions office with
check. 1 wasn't
make an appoint wanted to photocopy theresults. 1
my findings. I stood
willing to let this
ment. 1then asked informed her that Katherine Miller
in line for 20 minutes
one slide.
to speak to the su had specifically requested to see
only to be told at the
1 had been
pervisor.
the original. The clerk reluctantly
hired for a job at
counter that I needed
The evaluator's brought over the supervisor to make
Pacific
Bell
s u p e r v i s o r , a photo copy of the exam results.
to call an evaluator.
which was con
Katherine Miller,
A letter that is sent out with the
tingent upon my
also refused to grad check says, "Youarerequired
graduation in theWinter quarter. If make an appointment with me to to complete your remaining course
1 didn't graduate, 1 didn't have a go over my grad check. She said WOTk in accordance with the inforjob.
that it could be handled over the matitm provided on the form and
1 spent half an hour on. hold to I^one. Miller maintained that the the other enclosures to this letter. If
speak to an evaluator. The evalu grad check was correct, 1 had only you will not complete your degree
ator said 1 needed to find the miss 161 units and needed186 to gradu requirements for the stated term,
ing unitsand present it to the office ate. Iwas extremely upsetwith her you must refile your graduation
of admissions. 1immediately spoke attitude towards me. 1 felt I had a check for the term in which you
my advisor to try to resolve the justifiableclaim, andnoone wanted will be completed." It does allow
situation. 1 bad to find those miss to take the time tosit with me and for the possibility that an e valu^or
ing units.
explain where1 was missing units. is human and can sometimes make
My advisor suggested 1 go
Just before1 hung up, 1 remem mistakes.
through my file with the Depart bered an Advanced Haconent Art
In my case, 1 may have been
ment Chair. Together, we found Histmy coiu^1 had taken in high
that1will complete all course worir school. 1 asked Miller to check to Please see Hassles page 15
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Should Sexual Orientation be an Issue?
By Marcello Cabral
ChroniclB Staff Writer

mho' girl spend lots of time to
gether, going shopping, to the
movies, plays and sporting events.

Not everyone who attends
CSUSB is heterosexual or prefers
dating soneone from the opposite
sex. Rather, they are students who
have problem doing just that
If I introduce one of my male
frirads to a guy and they both hit it
Off, that's cool. As the friendship
between both of them continues to
grow throughout the quarter, they
may one day both acknowledge
their sexual preferences, and find
that they are both interested in
knowing each other beyond friend
ship. Is diere anything wrong with
that?
What if I introduce my lesbian
friend to one of my straight girl
friends in class? As the quarter
continues, both my friend and the

During flnals week, my lesbian
friend tells me they confessed their
attraction fm one another. My
straight friend is curious to go on a
"date" with a woman. After sev
eral dates and four months later
they are a lesbian couple. Is this
type of relationshipright or wrong?
I strongly believe that we who
are queer have the power to choose

Cancellation... cont* from pg.14
can use to get events a[Y)roved.
Anyone who is interested can con
tact me and I hope many will.
In conclusiot, the recent per
ception about CSUSB in relation
to campus participation is almost
always attributed to the fact that
we are unique in that we are a
commuter school. I used to be
lieve this to be true. Ova* the last
two quarters I've learned through
experience that this may not be the
case at all. The truth is th^ every
other CSU campus has a "com

muter" student body, but not all
campuses have the same lack of
participation in the campusactivi
ties that we do. I propose that there
may in fact be anotiier cause that
we're not looking at and that is the
effect our administration has on
campus events.
Thank you for taking the time to
read this. I've tried not to offend
anyone and apologize if I have.
My intentions are only to enhance
our potential to learn and improve
our educational experience here at
CSUSB.

We have taken a step
forward for something
we strongly believe in
and feel. Dating is
about spending time
with somebody you like
to be around.

what we want, and if the choice we
make is contrary to mainstream
society, more power to us. We
have taken astep forward for smnething we strongly believe in and
feel. E>ating is about spending
time with somebody you like to be
around. If you are a gay male or
female, you are not alcHie on this
campus.
CSUSB has the largest gay and
lesbian student representation of
Inland Empire campuses, and one
of the largest gay and lesbian fac
ulty and staff.
This is a campus where we (all
students), both homosexual and
heterosexual, should be able to
share our differences with each
other.
Whether we are Black, White,
Latin, Asian, Native American,
etc..., makes no difference.
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did I transfer to Cha imau
from my previous lam sc luol?
Oecaose I studied." fRicliael Bailey, Stiident
I was at an ABA-accredited

law school, and I was

doing well. But I wanted to do better.
"Chapman, I found, does everything first-rate.
That's obvious throughout their entire School of Law.
From their well-planned, comprehensive library to
their distinguished faculty; from their conscious
decision to keep class sizes small to their generous
scholarship packages.
"If you want to be a
lawyer, realize you have a
lot of studying ahead of
you. But in my opinion, the
most important studying
you'll do starts with studying
Chapman University right now."

CHAPMAN

Hassles... cent. frt>m
14
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
mistaken in the numtter of units
SauUtrcbscs. Larftrapporhmilits.
that I had completed. Howevo^,
7 I 4-517-0305
this should not ^vemade a differ
E - m a i l : j o l i n d s e @ c h a p m a n . e d u -k
ence. As students, our concerns
should be addressed and if we
choose, we should have the
opportunity to meet with the
ev^uators. I think that the
administration forgets that
without students, they would
not have a job. The admis
sions personnel' s first respon
sibility should be to the stu
dents. We should be treated
If you're stuck wth a student loan thafs not
as they would like to be treated.
in default, the Army might pay it off.

Oops!
In the February 26,1997 issue of the Coyote Chronicle...
In the news article titled "Assistant Athletic Director Overcomes Ob
stacles," it was incorrectly stated that Todd Markel was a member of the
Department of Kineseology. He is actually a member of the Athletics
Department.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

If you qualify, well reduce your debt—up
to$65,(X)0. Payment is either ^ of the
debt or $1,500for each year of service,
whichever is greater.
Youll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to lastyou the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.
1-800-USA-ARMY

The Crossword puzzle contained two number 26 down columns. The
column 26 down intersecting with the row 6 across is correct and the column
26 down intersecting with row 8 across is actually 27 down.
The Chronicle regrets these errors.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
www.goarmycom
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Regular Check-ups
Recommended
Dear Editor,
I am writing to you in response
to the letter written by P^ela
Kennedy that was published in the
last issue of the Chronicle. I feel
there is scxne clariflcation needed
abou t the information she piesen ted
in her letter. I research^ several
recent (1996 and 1997) medical
journal articles and texts toobtain
my infcHmation.
Cervical cancer in the United
States is the sixth most common
malignancy in wtxnen. Many stud
ies have demonstrated an associa
tion between cervical cancer
screening programsand the reducticxi of deaths from cervical canCCT. Therefore, many authorities,
recommend screening for cervical
cancer. Studies show that the ear
lier cervical cancer is diagnosed
the better the chance is for a per
manent cure.
The current recommendations
are that all women over the age of
18, or who are or who have ever
been sexually active at any age
have an annual Pap test and pelvic
examination. Aft^ a woman has
had three or more normal annual
examinations the
test may be
perfomed less frequently at the
discretion of the provider(the pro
vider will usually recommend that
w«nen who have increased risk.

r—
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such as those who've had
multiple paimers or a his
tory of STDs continue to
have annual examinaticHis). Studies show that
all women are at some risk
and being a virgin doesn't
ensure that you won't de
velop the di^ase.
In the majority of cases
the Pap exam isn't pain
ful. Before having the
exam you should discuss
your fears with the pro
vider or nurse. If you're a
virgin be sure they know
before the exam. Many
women find the exam
slightly uncomfortable,
but not painful. If you've
had a bad experience with
a P^ exam in the past,
find a different provider
and discuss the problems
you had with the provider
before the exam. If you
have any questions call the
student health center at ex
tension 5241. You can
speak with one of the
nurses who will give you
accurate information from
reliable sources.

Periodically my mother sends
me amusing, amazing and/or ap
palling tidbitsof things going on at
dear old CSUSB. The letter from
Pamela Kennedy was the latest
and easily the most ignmnnt mis
sive ever published in your paper.
Pamela ^^arently thinks-if one
can call this thinking-that only
sexually active women can get cer
vical cancer since, according to
Ms. Kennedy, friction is what
causes such cancers. If this were
truly thecase hookers and call girls
would all have cervical cancer since
they majm" in friction.
While it is true that a sexually
transmitted virus has been ]nx)ven
to be a causative agent for cancer
(tf thec^vix, wtxnen with nosexual
experience have been thevictim of
such cancers. The p^ exam (ap
parently the "gross and rqmlsive
beyond belief and "that awful,
nasty, painful thing done to our
bodies when there is no medical

need" Pamela refers to) is
the numba one way to
detect cancer of the cer
vix. When detected in its
earliest stages, cervical
cancer can be completely
cured. Why anyone would
not have such an exam is
beyond me, but if that is
(me's choice, so be it. But
U> promote and propound
your ignorance and to at
tempt to dissuade others
from having an exam that
has proven tobe so profes
sional is beytxid belief.
Stay in your little co
coon, Pam, and leave
medical advice to the pro
fessionals. I don't know
what the "physical sci
ence" after your name sig
nifies but your letter was
the least scientific drivel I
have evCT read.

Elena Diaz-McKown
Syracuse, New York
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UNFORTUNATELi; TfflS IS
WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLAl

Kathi Cole RN
CSUSB Student
Health Center

Paps a Personal Choice?
Dear Editor,

March 12. 1997

E

very year, a lot of people make a huge

before-tax dollars, you pay less in taxes now. And

mistake on their taxes. They wind up send

since earnings on your SRAs are tax deferred, your

ing Uncle Sam money they could be saving for
retirement.

money works even harder for you.
What else do SRAs offer? The investment

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
avoid with SRAs—tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF. SRAs not only ease your current

choice, flexibility, and expertise of TIAA-CREF—
America's foremost retirement organization.
Why write off the chance for a more reward

tax bite, they offer an easy way to build retirement

ing retirement? Stop by your benefits office

income —especially for the "extras" that your

or call us at 1 800 842-2888 and find out how

pension and Social Security benefits may not

TIAA-CREF SRAs can help you enjoy many

cover. Because your contributions are made in

happy returns.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensurii^ llie foture
for those yvbo diape it.*

\

CREF certificafea are di»tnbut«d
TIAA-CREF individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call I 800 842»2733. extension 550, for a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully bef<Mvyou invest or send money. Date of first use: 2/97.

We Want to Know What You Think...
If you'd like to write a letter to the editor regarding an article published in the Chronicle it
must be 400 words or less and must be accompanied by a name, address and phone number
so that writers can be credited and letters can be edited if necessary.

.Z
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Coyote Athletic Record through 3/3/97
SpQEt

W-I.

Next home game

Men's Basketball

14-13
4-8 (CCAA)

season finished

Women's Basketball

13-13
3-7 (CCAA)

season finished

Baseball

10-5

3/12 vs. Cal State Los
Angeles @ 7 p.m.
3/15 vs. Cal State Los
Angeles @ 7 p.m.

•All Coyote baseball home games are played at Fiscalini Field on Highland
Avenue in San Bernardino.
Softball

Men's volleyball

12-6-1

3-5

3/17 vs. New Mexico
Highlands @ 2/4 p.m.
3/24 Hawaii Pacific
@ 2/4 p.m.
3/14-15 Coyote
Classic

Tournament
in Coussoulis Arena
(all day)
Photo courtesy of Athlatiet

Tennis

0-10

Senior forward Rob Kiemele (above), the Coyote's leading rebounder,
played his last game March I against Grand Canyon.

Men's Basketball Season Ends
By Larry Ryan
Special to the Chronicle

The Coyote Men's basketball
team entei^ their fmal game of
the 1996-97 season cm March 1 a
bniised and battered bunchofgiiys
to take on nationally ranked Grand
Canyon University. TheCoyotes
lost77-69 to fmish with 4-8 record
in the CCAA and a 14-13 overall
record.
Since the Coyotes bad lost
seven of ttieir last eight games
they were shut out of the post
season. Ibislast game was played
fcu" pride in front cf their bcmoe
ax)wd.
Senic^ fcnward Rob Kiemde,
I^ayed his last game as a Coyote
basketball player in front of a
screaming oowd of765 pec^le in
the Coussoulis Arena. Hefa^die
largest cheering section and
played his heart out fcM* family and

friends. He played until the final
buzzer sounded and ended up with
12 points, 14 rebounds and three
ste^s. Kiemele ended the season
as the Coyotes leading rebounder
with 7.3 rebounds per game and
their third leading scorer with 11.6
points per game.
In early January the Coyotes be
gan conference play with a record
of 10-5 aftCT a very tough pre
season schedule. They were victo
rious in their first three out of four
contests in CCAA action and were
ranked as high as sixth in theWest
on Region at one point in the sea
son. Iben disaster struck.
Perhaps themost exciting player
on the team, Qarence Tumage,
injured his knee while playing
against CSU Bakersfield. Thmis
when evoything seemed to turn
upside down. Ibe team had lost
ciamon DurityandMosi Singleton
shortly before. Tumage's injury
was icing on the cake of doom. I

mean docrni because that is where
the team was headed. Tumage
eventually came back, but his first
step wasn't as quick and the team
ladced chemistry. A sense of frus
tration was evident
The 1996-97 season may have
been disappointing due to some
unfortunate injuries, but they were
still exciting to watch. Whether it
was Kiemele draining a three
pointer from way beytmd the arch,
Dana Jimmoson's no-look pass or
a powerful dunk from Jo Jo
McGarity, you knew they wanted
U) be there and they wanted to win.
Ibey didn't play like they were
down a man but l^e a team playing
as Icmg and hard as they needed to
to get the job done.
Ibe first game of the 1997-98
season will be in the Coussoulis
Arena on Saturday, November 15
vs. Cal State Stanislaus. If the
returning Coyotes stay healthy,
lode f(M' them to be a force.

3/13 vs. Grand Canyon
University @ 2p.m.

Coyote Softball First
Place and Holding
"Compared to last season, it's a
totally different team. This new
Chronicle Staff Writer
team has good wcM'k ethics, great
attitudes, and are great people,"
'This is the best team I've ever said Berch.
Though the team is young, they
coached," said Coyote softball
coach Roxanne Berch, reforing to are performing well, which is the
a team with a record of 14-6, first sentiment of not only thecoach but
team memb^ also. "We are do
place so far this season.
"I'm really enjoying the team ing well and getting along well,
and r m really proud of ouraccom and we play betto* that way," said
plishments sofar," saidBerch. Ibe catcher Natalie Betancourt, ajunsuccess of the team has not come ior in her first year at CSUSB.
easily. Schools such as U.C.R. "There are new surroundings and
have inesrated a significant chal new pet^le; this team is different
than my old school."
lenge.
The Coyotes will play the New
But acoxding to Berch, the
makeup of this year's team gives Mexico Highlands on Monday,
this seastm an advantage that was March 17, at 2:00 p.m., and 4:00
not readily available last year. ;p.m. on the st^ball field.
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Music Lessons With Midi, Music,
and Video Computer Software
By Malcolm Carey
Chronicle Staff Writer

SYRACUSE
ABROAD
IN

H O N

K O
STUDY-TRAVEL
IN CHINA
BUSINESS &
LIBERAL ARTS
COURSES
GENEROUS
GRANTS &
SCHOLARSHIPS
STUDY
IN ENGLISH
INTERNSHIPS
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
J suabroad@syr.edu
http://sumweb.syr.edu/dlpa

Did you know that you can cre
ate music and edit video footage
conveniently on your computer
through multimedia CD-ROMS
and programs? Creating music on
your computer can be simple and
convenient if you know where to
start and what to loc^ for.
If you are a beginner and know
nothing about making music on
your computer you should turn to
some of the high tech tutors for
CD-ROM. Multimedia CDROMS make learning about elec
tronic music seem lUce child's play.
In fact, some of these tutc»ials are
designed to teach children, but there
are also very advanced multimedia
P'ograms available.
llie tutixials are easy-to-follow
programs that contain lessons, ex
ercises, dictionaries, and so forth.
Scxne of th^ contain a ctxnbinaiioa of game playing and instruc
tion. There are also oeative play
CD-ROMS that allow you to ex
plore and create from a set of mu
sical activities.
All of the multimedia CDROMS contain colorful animated
images which either lead you
through musical mazes such as
Tbeatrix's Juilliard Music Adven
ture or allow you to experiment
with games and lessons like Har
monic Vision's Music Ace.
The Music Ace tutorial is inter
active and teaches you the basics
of music theory and conposition.
It allows you tosee the music visu
ally, recognizing pitch, melody,
and reading music. It also has a
doodle pad for practice, play, and
composing. You can save the
music you create and play it bade.
Thae is also a "juke box" in the
program tb^ lets you edit and play
music from it
You can learn to play the guitar
through miiirimeitifl OQ Emedia's

Guitar Method, which provides
practical instruction in blues, folk,
classical, and rock guitar styles
using popular songs to play along
with. The CD-ROM demonstrates
proper guitar finger techniques as
well as providing a built-in guitar
tuner, metronome, and a chord dicticmary.
Voyager's Making Music pro
gram lets you "paint" a song using
a mouse to click on boxes of music
tools. It is also a very affwdable

The advanced mul
timedia programs
are very sophisti
cated and versatile,
allowing you to se
quence, record,
sample, and edit
midi instruments on
your computer.
program as are any of the multime
dia CD-ROMS and they mostly all
work on Windows and Mac.
These programs are all great fun
for children and adults. A couple
of funinograms alsorecc«nmended
for children and beginners include
IBM's Kid Riffsand Windy HUl's
Menlo the Frog, which include
hours worth of activities and they
take you on musical adventures.
Kid Riffsleads you through virtual
rooms and lets users create, save,
and play back music riffs of their
own. Menlo the Frog is a musical
fairy tale in which "Menlo and
Princess Winnicent will save the
Land of Once Upon a Hme from
losing its music fcMOver by finding
the key to wind up a gigantic
melody man who bears all the
music in the land." This program
isexcellentfor learning about pitch
and rhythm. You can fmd these
CD-ROMS at most soft ware
stores. Teacher'seditions are also

available.
The advanced multimedia pro
grams are very sophisticated and
versatile, allowing you to sequence,
record, sample, and edit midi in
struments on your cconputer. These
programs can be ccxnplicated to
learn, but once you get the bang of
it they can be very useful and valuabletools. You can build a record
ing studio and even make music
videos on yoiu computer. They
are somewhat expensive however,
costing as much as $600.
The five most professionally
used music composing and se
quencing programs include
Steinberg'sCubase3.02,Emagic's
Logic Audio 2.5.4, Musicator Au
dio 1.03, Voyetra's Digital Orchestrator Plus 2.11, and Cakewalk Pro
Audio 5.0.
"If you are interested in making
and editing music videos on your
PC, Bnagic is the premier PC based
digital audio and video editing
suite" says music producer and
mix engineer DJ Johnson of Audio
Arts Receding and video editing
studio in Apple Valley.
Since the advanced programs
are intricate and ccxitain so much
information, the best ways to find
out more about them is to consmt
with some electronic music and
midi magazines such as Electronic
Musician, Keyboard and Mix
Magazine.
Another great way to fmd infor
mation on midi and music is
through the Web. Youcancheckit
out on the internet at
wwwjnidi.com or go to America
On Line. Once there, go into
"cbannels"and click the "music
space" button. Then click on "Mu
sicians Studio (Webcrawler's
Search)" to check out the music
forums and software libraries in
the music and sound forum. You
can download multimedia demos
from America On Line that sup
port PC and Mac.

Do you have any technology related stories you *d like to read about? Is there something new on the market you'd Wee to know about? Do you
have any quesdons regarding any products you've read about? Perhaps you're interested in writdigfor the technology section of the Chronicle,
Jfso, give us a call at 880-5000 extension 3940, or stop by the Chronicle office in UH-037.
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Film Production, Talent Man
agement, and Intmiships avail
able. Call Creative Artists Man
agement (800) 401-0545.

-NOTICECampus Parking Services
Office has been relocated to
Temporary Office Trailer 1 located behind Pfau Library.
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California Graduate institute
Administrative Office
IIOOGiendonAve., Floor 11
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)208-4240

Fishing Industry. Students can
earn up to $2,85Q/month + ben
efits! Ask us how! Call 206-9713514 Ext A59851 (We are a re
search & publishing ccmipany)

-IhsTreehnentcf
Cherricsi Dependency
200-500PNI
2.-00-&00PRA
2.-00-500PM
S:00-800PNI
S.-00-800PM
500-800PM
5.'00-800PM
SOO-AOOPM
S00-800PM
S;30-700PM
SOTVIIOOPM
600-1100PM
E.-OO-IIOOPM
8:00-1100PM
E:00-T100PIN

Wanted for CAD software &
Applicati(xis. Entrance posititm
w/room to grow.Musthave com
puter skills. Basic salary + com
mission. Fax resume to FIT, Inc.
714-956-3170
FUNDRAISING-.FAST
FUNDRAISER— Raise $500 in
5 days - Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast, easy
-NO financial obligmion.
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33
CLASSIC '69 CHEVY NOVA
Completely restored. Brand
new int., paint, bumpers. Runs
great... must see! $ 7,500. obo.
Call 909-737-1451 at 7 pm or
leave a message.
WATERBED FOR SALE
Supersingle, very good
condition. Complete with
heat», mirrwed oak headboard.
CaU 909-747-4601 after 6:30
|xn.
PHONE CARDS FOR SALE
30-unit card, $8.70
60-unit card, $17.40
Good for domestic cm' interna
tional. Also oppoitunity to earn
extramoney seltog phone cards!!
Call Stephenie 909-927-7713.

Speedy Research
Reports: $6.00 per page
Over 70,000 topics & papers
Materials for research
assistance use only!

Visa/MC/AmerEx
Calf today! 1-800-356-9001

-The Treetment of RsrpetraSDrs
&Wtims of \4denoe

-QsheMoralMcidne

-F^ychoeneiysis

-Fam1yLi^&
tocf^cn

Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange (OC)

FT Junior Sales
Representative

Custom Research Availit^e

MA and PsyD Programs in Psychology
and Marital & Family Therapy

Orange County Facility
1122 E. Linooln Ave. B-200
Orange, CA 92865
(714) 637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public instruction, California Education Code 94310B.
C G I g r a d u a t e s m e e t t h e e d u c a t i o n a l r e q u i r e m e n t s f o r P s y c h o l o g y a n d M F C C l i c e n s u r e in C a l i f o r n i a .
CGI Is nonprofit and nondiscriminatory.
In a d d i t i o n t o t h e d e g r e e p r o g r a m s , C G I o f f e r s t h e f o l l o w i n g C e r t i f i c a t e P r o g r a m s : .Ekfeedbeck

SSALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT$$

6546 Hollywood Blvd.
2iid Roor. RM, 209
Los Angeles CA 90028
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
• Saturdays. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
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NARCIMIBTIC OITOFDEN: DEPRAWLON
D.CSITOID,MO
PROPOSAL RESEARCH II
J. KASOF, PTO
GIRIDAD IMAQERY
T.OIEION.PTO
PEYCHOARTALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY
R. BERSEZ, DSW/G BLOIIS MO
PHYSLDOGLCAI PEYCHOLOGY
T.OTEEON.PHD
CONFOLRTTFAMLY THERAPY
J. BAL,PHO
PROPOEAL NEIEARCH I
J. KESOF.PHO
ORGENIZALIORTAL PSYCHOLOGY
K.ICANEL,PHO
OC
PSYCHOLOGLCELASCESEMENTI
K. CROAT. PHO
OC
GROUP PTOCESE & TECHNIQUE
J. PECKER. PHO
BRIEF MODALC OF FERN LY THERAPY
J.BAL,PW
PEYCHCPSFHOLOGY I
M. OERAON,PHO
TECHNIQUEEOFPISY THERAPY
P. CORTVEREANO, FTYO
SUICIDE & CRISIS INTERVENTION
OC
KKANEL.PHO
PEYCHOLOGICELAEEEEEMEITIV
K.CRAEE,PHO
PSYCHOIOGICAL ACEEESMENT IH
A PANOFSKYBSENBERG. PHO
PRACTICUM (I (PEYEH. &MFT)
T. MOSS,PFO
PROPOEAL RESEARCH NIL
A HIINTER, PHD
OC
PROPOEAL REEEARCH III
L WELSBENDAF, PHO
ESERWENEEE TRSFNLNG
D. CRAUSMAN, PHD
APPLM TECHNIQUEE OF MFT
J. MAYHALPHD
PSYDVOPETHOTOGY & FAMLY DYNAMICE
J. KINTOR, PHD
OC
DEVELOPMENT OF THE PERSON
J. HYMAN, PHO
GROUP PROCESS & TSCHRTIQUE
O. FEHR, PHO
OC
LEARNING SCOGTSION
A HUNTER, PHO
OC
PRACTICUFFL HV PSYCH. & MFT)
J. MAYHAL. PHO
CBRTICEI CASE CORDERENCE
0. CIIFFBRD.MO
PERSPECTIVES IN PSYCHOARTALYSIS
M. FLICKER. MO
OC
PTKTIEUM HV (PSYC H. & MFT)
L HEDGES. PHO
CLINICAL HYPRWEIE
T. MOSS.PIO
HUMAN SEKUAMY
A TAYLOR. PHO
J. RANTER. PHO
CHILD & ADOIEECANT FTYCHOTHERAF>Y
GROUP PROCEEE & TECHNIQUE
J. PACKER. PTO
LEARNINO & COGNMON
A HUNTER. PHO
ORGAITIZATIARTAF r%YCHOLOGY
AWBNER.PHO
PSYCHOPUHOLOGY & FAMLY OYIWNTICE
J. RANTER. PHD
CINFCD KTERVIEWIII TECHRYQUEE
E.GIAEER.PHO
DRUG USE SAHUEE
00
J. LMR«SLDN. PHD
THEORIEE OF MFT
J.MTEHAFTPHO
OC
PRACLFCUM NL (PSYCH, FT MFT)
M.FICKER, MO
NEIWR TFSNDS INMENDED HAAMI CMFAR MF% K A»ATE.V* F*.OLAAMFT
PRACTIEUM HV (PSYCK FT MFT)
J.MEYHAL.PHO
OC
PSYCHOLOGICAL AESSSTMSRF II
K.CROES.PHO
PSYCHOSOMTEIC DTEORDERS
L 9NGER, PHO
DEVALCPMERTEL PSYCHOLOGY
0. COOPER-OYRUM. RTO
DRUG USE FT ABUSE
8. MCGURK. PHO
COGNHVE-BEFTAVIOTAI THERAPY
LHCIEYSALXZTE.FW OC
COGNUVE-BETTEVIORAL THERAPY
L9nger,n)D PRKTIMM I (PSYCH FT MFT)
LWELSTIYDER.PHP
PSYCHOLCGLCAL ASSESSMENT I
K. CRESS, PK)
RIYDIAEEEEAVFAM.FWANBFTSBTERPTETENE AFTEAMYPSER»IISO.HO
OT>)ECT RELATIONS THEOTY II
W. RTETD^MB,
J.BAA.PM}'
OC
MODELS OF BRIEF FAMLY THERTEY
SODEL FTYCHOLOGY
LHOLBYS±EAKPK> OC
PHYSIOLCGICEL PSYCHOLOGY
AVTEFTPHO
OC
GROUP PROCESS FT TECHNIQUE
M.raMn,PhD
PROFEEELOTTE LSEUAS:EMESFTUWE
M. GENOA PHO
PSYCHDOGLCEL AESEESMENT IV
K.CRAES,PHO
A AGUADO, PHO
NESLITERKE END TRANEFERETTEE
PEYCHCPTEHOLOGY I
AWBTR.PHO
OC
2:00-&00PM PSYCFKILHER. W/THE CHEM. DEPENDENT MIEFFT A SUACKMGCHNEIDER.PHO
5:OO-8.-0OPM COMPREFRENE^ EXAM REVIEW
CORA FACULTY
8:3010«0AM GROUP PROCESS FT TECHNIQUE
0. FEHR, PHO
OC
930-12:30PM ETHNIC^ FT THE FAMLY
AO,WKHFOR«WELRTE.RO

-ftycholo^cal -RrensicF^yGhdc(^
Assessment
Aomaorprt

Weekend Professional Seminars
Open to Professionals In the Community
For Continuing Education
WEST LOS ANGELES

W»-22 IO/LFT-20 8AT1:(XVE:00PM

BLOFAADTMCK PRACTIEUM
12/14-1$ SUA 9TXX.-00PFFL
•at'Sz LOI/S-FT 8AT««GFTOOPM CHHD ABUSA FT OOMASTIC VKTENOA
12(7-FT SUA 0FX>-2.-00PM
FRLFTFIO-IIOOPM BRIEF THERAPY TRTETEG: MANEOED
WZ7-S
SAT 9F)L>6.-00PM
HEALTH CM
LO/TFT-AO
8AT0A>FT«0PM
TRESTMENT OF FAMLY RILETLCNSHLPE
•FSS-28
11/2-3 SUA OXIO-2:OOPM THROUGH ORRAMATIC CHMCTERIIADONE
FRL 600-11 FIOPMDIAGNOSIS ARTD TRAATMANT OF MTENTION
1«4-«
SAT 600-8:00PM
OAFKT OLSORDSRS
INTEGRATING THEORIES OF KNOWLEDGE
1TV12-13
SAT 800-5<30PM
SUA 800-1:00^ WITH PSYEHOARRAIYTIC TACHIYQUES
THE TREATMENT OF DEPRESSION
SAT800-E«0EM

10/12; 2ft
11/1ft

10/1ft>1ft

10/1FT-1FT
10/2S4«
10AFT-27
11/2-3

11/»-10
11/»-tO
11/LFT-17
11/1«-17

11/a-M

Sua8«OG«5(m
SAT 1:30-5:00PM
FRL41X>-8A)PM
SAT 81X>-6:OOPM

8UA80(M400PM
SAT80O40ODM
SUA 80O-20OPM

LBHGW.PHO
H.6HIEC.PHO
D. LEVLNE.PHO
APTE4LTE.PHO
APAIFTPHO

PSYCHOTHERAPY OILEMMES IN THE AGE JUDLHPTFKAR.PHO
OF MANAGED HEALTH CARE
EXTSTERDAL ANXIETY AND THE CONTEMP. P.WDEAN.PHO
ANALYSIS OF DEFENSE; AN INTEGRSFIVE
PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY
ONTOLOGY OF EROTICLEM IN CYBERAPACE: L SINGER. PHO
RELATICNSNPA ONINE
PEYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT OF SLEEP DIEORDARE C. MAM, PHO

FRL61X>-11£0PM
SAT 8XX)-6XX)^
FRL5«0-10FI0PM
SAT 6X)OFT:00PM
SAT 11:00-6OOPFFL SEVEN DEADLY FEARS: AN OBFECT
SUA 10:00-5D5^ REITEIONS PERSPECTIVE OF CHRONIC
UNCONECIOUS CONETRICTIONC
PROFAESLONEL SKLLE IN PRIVAFE AACTICE
SET8XXX;00PM
SUA 800-2:1
-2£0^
<0OPM
UNDERELANDHVA THE DSM-FV
SUA 800-2200^
SAT 800400PM PEYCHOTHERAPEUTLCERIDMEIKEDON
SUA 800-206^ TREATMERFTOFSCHLZOPTVEFIFE
PEYCHOLOGY OF MEN
SAT800400PM

8uae0O405fm
8ATO0(M0^

T.OIEEON,PIO&
RWOL.PHO
KGH«E.PHO

CTFEICEL INTERVETFTIANE WFLH THE
LABRTO COMMUNIS
THE IMPACT OF EARW MATHAR-MM
RIELTEIONE ON THE RUNI^ OYETEM

LHEDGEA.PHO
D. CRAUEMAN. PHD
J.KMER,ND
&MOGURK,PHD
J.MTEHAL.PHO
P. OORWERAANO. FTYO
JM BERTH, PHO

ORANGE

1/21-22

SH800400PM
SUA 800400^

FT/2142IO/LFT-20 SET800400PM
IIAFT-17 SUA 80O-205PM
«/2S-2» 10/1»1 8AL80M0OPM
10/26-27 8UA(I;^20OPM
•/2FT-2» 10/S4 '8M.«0D^0^
KL/T2-13 .8MB0OE05PM
1(I/S4
.! I^80O40OPM
.;S^;B0O-20OPM
£TECI»0O60OPFFL
10/ZFR47
SUA 800406PM
SAT80060^
11/S4
SUA 800-206^
8AI8OO«0OPM
11/FT-IO
SUA 800400PM
11/1FT-17
8ET80O«0OPM
SUA 80O-205PM
11/1FT-17
STE2OO-70OPM
SUA 800406PM
SAT80OFT0OPM
11/23-24
SUA 800406^

AFTIWITEAAD
PROFEDVE IDENTHCAFTON AND
COUNFERLRANSFERENCE IN TEE TRESFTNERFT
OF MNUVE MANTEL STTEAC
J.BMLPHO
CON)EM PEMLY THERAPY
CHILD FT MOLESOENT PSYCHOTHERAPY

J.NNTOR.RD

THEORIES OF PAISONAIQR

ABERGER.PHO

/TPPROACHEE OFEXLSTENLIAL
HUMANISTIC THERAPY
PEYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN

ICKMLPTD
D.PITET,PHO

CKEIOAJO
THE CHALLENGE OF MALPTEEFTOE FEEUEA
K.CROM.P»0
THERAPEUFTE TECFMLQUEE WTTI
QILDRAN AGED 4-10
CHHD ABUAE AEAEEEMENT FT NEPORBNG TCKMALPHO
MEDIABON SUIC END BAELCE IN
FAMILY LEW
OBLECT
THEORY:
AN OVERVIEW

SPOTMAAPFIO
0. PIATT, PHO

An Excellent Education For Those Who QualJ

The only way to fail this
test is not to take it.
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, especially when it

comes to your health. And the truth is,
you can't get treated for HIV if you don't
know you have it. So don't put it off. Get
tested. With Home Access Express,™ the
HIV-1 test you can take in the privacy and
comfort of your own home.
Home Access Express is greater than
99.9% accurate and easy to administer.
• Prepare your test at home
• Mail your sample
• Call for results within three
business days
Trained, caring professionals will answer
your questions and ease your mind—24
hours a day, seven days a week—^vith
complete confidentiality.
The Home Access Express HIV-1 test
is available at select pharmacies. Or
you can order by phone for direct,
confidential shipment to your home.
Call 1-800-HIV-TEST.
Visit our web site at wxvw.homeaccess.com
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Access Health Corporation
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195^200
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